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The IMF learned this the hard way in the s, when it transferred bad bank loans to Latin American governments
onto its own books and those of other governments. Doubtful accounting and consolidation practices by some
banks were left unchanged. Until late , these proposals referred to EU-level arrangements, implying that the
UK and other non-euro-area member states would be included. Section 4 analyses salient selected themes
from the reviewed cases. The initial implementation of the financial sector aspects of the programme was
comparatively uneventful. Unlike in the United States, this fragility was not addressed head-on and was
allowed to linger. The next development was the suggestion, in a speech by the managing director in Berlin in
January , that direct bank recapitalisation, supervisory integration and what had earlier been the ERA proposal
should be combined into a single policy package for the euro area Lagarde,  Several publications that were
initiated by the European Department in , combined with outreach initiatives, provided important analytical
contributions to the debate on EU banking policy architecture and went into some detail in outlining possible
policy responses [22]. The G7 format for such discussion was certainly less than optimal from an IMF
standpoint because it excluded major emerging economies, but no evidence was found that this choice of
format came from the IMF [58]. Corporate clients also increasingly withdrew deposits. The main symptoms of
these intra-Eurozone imbalances are the high current account deficits and growing external debts in the
Eurozone periphery, matched by high surpluses and growing claims held by commercial banks in its core. In
response to the post-Lehman turmoil in late September , the government extended a blanket two-year
guarantee on all bank liabilities, which was later partly extended into  It is nothing short of amazing that Dr.
This process is experimental and the keywords may be updated as the learning algorithm improves. In the near
term, a pan-euro area facility that has the capacity to take direct stakes in banks will help break this link. This
stance was consistent with the EU legal framework, which did not contain a separate financial regulatory
regime for the euro area and considered financial regulation as a component of EU Internal Market legislation,
which applies to all member states [29]. These austerity measures have been politically unpopular. Vines The
Leaderless Economy. Precautionary capital buffers were imposed on banks, which complied through various
channels, including by disposing of assets and raising equity. For example, following advice from the IMF but
not under programme conditionality , Portugal in passed a legislative amendment that banned the acquisition
by the government of shares of the private-sector banks. Subsequently, the IMF correctly emphasised that the
stress-testing rounds of mid and mid would not be sufficient to restore trust in the European banking system
unless they were followed up with appropriate action IMF, c: 14; IMF, b:  Concerns about indirect contagion,
which were partly informed by the experience of the post-Lehman panic, appear to have been the decisive
driver of the choices made, at least by the IMF and ECB, and possibly also by the French and German
governments [47].


